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Educational Data Mining Applied For Predicting
Students‘ ICT Literacy
Kanjana Haruehansapong, Suppat Rungraungsilp
Abstract: ICT literacy is essentially regarded as one of six strategies in the digital development plan for the Thai economy and society. The identification
of students who are ICT literate and those that are not is therefore crucial. Educational institutions normally provide capability testing to classify ICT
literacy of students; however, it is inconvenient to examine large groups by testing. This research proposed data mining techniques from historical
student information for classification based on a decision tree, to build a model for the ICT literacy classification of the new students. In this way, the
results of the ICT capabilities of students will be recognized with no need for knowledge examination by testing all students. If the result of prediction
shows that students have low ICT literacy, they are required to attend an online course to improve their ICT literacy skills. As this research created a
decision rule using the C4.5 algorithms and tested the predictive efficiency, the accuracy is 86.12%.
Index Terms: Classification, Data mining, Decision tree, Educational data mining, ICT literacy, Prediction
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1 INTRODUCTION
ICT literacy is using digital technology, communications tools,
and/or networks to access, manage, integrate, evaluate, and
create information in order to function in a knowledge society
[1]. ICT literacy development in youth is very important to the
development of Thailand‘s economy and social fabric. The
government focuses on the process of country renovation and
development. The innovation of Thailand is called Thailand 4.0
or Digital Thailand. The Ministry of Digital Economy and
Society is the main department to propel the digital
development plan for the economy and society. This includes
creating a practical plan to drive strategic development in
cooperation with other departments, for the consistent
development of the country. The use of technology is 1 of the
6 strategies of the digital development plan for the economy
and society [2]. The development of human resources, to
prepare for the digital economy and digital society is primal to
this - build up people, build up works, build up inner strengths
[3]. It is accepted that the more efficient people are in the
digital world the more potential and more advantage there will
be to society. Digital technology will enhance life values,
enable innovations, and create super-efficient technology that
will greatly move the economy forward and give the Thai
people a better quality of life. In addition, the results of a
research indicated that ICT skills had a more positive effect on
student academic performance [4]. It is, therefore, necessary
to reinforce the ICT literacy in youth and prepare to be a
comprehensive, digital civil society in the future. Walailak
University realizes the importance of the ICT literacy
development of students by providing ICT courses and
determining all students take the ICT test with the standard
scores, in order to perceive the levels of ICT capabilities of
students. We want to support and improve the low-potential
students by having the assigned department to conduct and
support the development of ICT literacy to enhance student‘s
potential and advance their skills. In today‘s knowledge
society, all students become ICT literate requires systematic
integration of ICT literacy into the curriculum at the general
education level and within each academic discipline [5]. This is
the reason that most students today, are more skillful in digital
knowledge, it is no longer necessary for all students to take
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the ICT course, except for the group of students who have a
low-level of ICT capabilities. It, therefore necessary to have a
classification procedure for student ICT literacy. Capability
testing is one of the methods to classify ICT literacy of
students; however, it is inconvenient to examine large groups.
The advantage of data analysis technology is to be able to
take the historical data of students, to make a ‗mine of
educational data‘, in order to analyze and research the
aptitudes and abilities of students, to predict the result of
student ICT capabilities without the need of classroom learning
or testing. It is another procedure which provides efficiency
and convenience for the educational authority.
This method of research looks at specific criteria of student
data which can be used to create a research model for
analyzing and classifying attributes that impact the ICT
capabilities of students. This model can predict and identify the
likelihood of individual student‘s needs for ICT literacy
programs. The procedure includes some information from
students, personal information, and historical ICT testing
results, to further create a more powerful analysis model. The
student ICT capabilities are identified using a decision tree
algorithm. If the result of prediction shows that students have
low ICT literacy, they are required to attend an online course
and the university has developed the online curriculum for
studying through MOOC (Massive Open Online Course). This
helps to reveal students with a low-level of ICT literacy. The
advantage of studying through the online curriculum in the
form of MOOC is a widely-available educational method. It is
growing rapidly and gaining popularity worldwide, as it is
flexible in time and place to study [6, 7].
Based on the above information of this research, the
following research questions are proposed:
RQ1. How to apply data mining techniques to extract
knowledge as decision rules for predicting student ICT
capability instead of the traditional examination?
RQ2. What the factors of student information including
computer using behaviors that affect student ICT literacy?

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Educational data mining is a research field that is used to
enhance education system [8]. Educational data mining is
interesting because there is ‗big data‘, in educational
institutions. This can be used for deciding the benefits in the
development of student potential. Research related to
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prediction and analysis of the educational information using
data mining techniques has been carried out. For example,
Sudirman and Utama applied to predict the GPA from existing
datasets using data mining techniques with classification
methods [9] and Wulansari et al. created the model that
classifies student personality type, based on demographic
factors and can identify a student‘s career interests [10].
Hatlevik et al. studied about personal characteristics and
background contextual variables may affect students' ICT selfefficacy and Computer and information literacy and the
analyses show that experience with technology, autonomous
learning, and socioeconomic background explains the
variations in ICT self-efficacy [11]. Hou et al. used data mining
techniques to predict depression in university students on their
reading habits and they found that logistic regression predicted
the highest accuracy [12]. Mihai et al. proposed the prototype
of a recommendation system based on association rules from
LMS databases in order to extract the association rules and
used as inference rules to provide personalized
recommendations [13]. Siriporn and Puttiporn proposed a
combined sampling technique to improve the performance of
imbalanced classification of university student depression data
[14]. A case study in KSU mathematics department is to create
a model predicting students likely performance, in a
programming course-based on their grades from other
subjects and classification technique is used to evaluate the
likely student performance and reduce dropout levels in a
programming course by also helping to predict their likelihood
of course success before students enroll in it [15]. A study of
Apolinar-Gotardo made use of five classification algorithms to
predict students‘ ICT competency level, wherein the Hoeffding
Tree algorithm is recommended to be applied to the datasets
used to predict the students‘ ICT competency level [16]. All
researches will not only benefit students but also helps course
instructors who will be able to enhance student performance,
by better estimating their abilities to learn the subject matters
and adjusting the teaching strategies and methods. The use of
key algorithms in educational contexts, such as decision trees
and clustering, can reveal relevant knowledge, including the
attribute type that most significantly contributes to passing a
course and the behavior patterns of groups of students who
fail [17].

3 BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
3.1 Data mining
Data mining is a popular research method as knowledge
discovery from data (KDD). This is the analysis step of
searching for knowledge or interesting patterns from large
amounts of data which is used in many techniques [18]-[20].
For example, data classification, association rule mining, data
clustering, building models to analyze or predict possibilities.
The function of KDD is that it will take the results from Data
mining to assess and identify useful knowledge for the next
process. The KDD process contains 7 procedures as follows:
[21]
1. Data cleaning means eliminating junk data or adjusting
data to be complete or for the most accurate data in the
data processing.
2. Data integration is the step of gathering information from
many sources to keep together for further use.
3. Data selecting to select relevant information for
searching for knowledge.
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4. Data transforming to be in a form suitable for analysis.
5. Data analysis is the step of extracting patterns or
knowledge from the relevant information.
6. Pattern evaluation means the process for assessing to
select interesting and useful patterns or knowledge for
further use.
7. Knowledge presentation is the process of presenting to
users in a form that is easy to understand.
3.2 Data Classification
Data classification has been used for a long time. It is the
process of finding a model that describes and distinguishes
data classes. The model is derived based on the analysis of a
set of training data. The model is used to predict the class
label of objects for which the class label is unknown. There are
several techniques in data classification such as Decision tree,
Bayesian networks, K-nearest neighbor, Case-based
reasoning, Genetic algorithm, and Fuzzy logic [22]. This
research proposes rules from data classification in the treechart format which is called a decision tree. As it is a
worldwide-interesting method, the effectiveness of this kind of
data classification has been incessantly developing especially
in data classification accuracy as well as speed and simplicity
to interpret to understand the rules’ form [23]. For the working
procedures to build up a decision tree assisting in deciding
from figure 1, training data will be formed in the first procedure.
If all data are in the same class, the node becomes the leaf
node and the classification results will be the class name. For
the second step in the case that there is not any attribute
remain, the node will be the leaf nodes and the classification
results will be the class of the majority of data falling on that
node. In the third step, the algorithms, such as the information
gain value will be used as a heuristic method to select that
which attribute will be the best data extractor to the class. The
resulted attribute is the attribute used in testing and deciding.
There is a creation of branches for each attribute that is used
in the testing and dividing data in the fourth-step. The amount
of branches is equal to the non-repetitive attribute. If there is a
branch with no falling data, it is needed to form as the leaf
node and the classification results will be the section’s name of
the majority of data that falls on the parent. If any branch has
data, the algorithm will use the same process to duplicate in
order to create a tree for data in each branch as step five to
eight. The working process will be running in duplicate until all
data in the branches get to the same section or there are no
more attributes. For the attribute selection to use in data
classification, the attribute containing the highest value of
information gain will be selected. Information gain is calculated
for a split by subtracting the weighted entropies of each
branch from the original entropy. When training a decision tree
using these metrics, the best split is chosen by maximizing
Information gain. Information gain frequently employed to
calculate or compute for a feature involves computing the
entropy value of the class label to measures how important
and relevant it is to the class label for the dataset [24, 25].
Information gain is defined as the following formula (1) [26].
Gain(A) = I(s1, s2,…, sm) – E(A)
(1)
A is the considered attribute and si is the number of data set S
which is in class Ci by i is the number of classes with values
from 1 to m classes. And information value (I) and entropy of
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attribute A or E(A) defined as formula (2)
In formula (3), v is the possible value of an attribute. The
algorithm will calculate the values of information gain for each
attribute in which the attribute with the highest-value of
information gain will be selected as the tested attribute in set S
before creating the node and the branch indicating the value in
the attribute then continue to classify the data. The working
procedure is being expressed in figure 1 [21].
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the data to display more general characteristics which are, the
institution’s type information, cumulative grade point average
(gpax), skill level in using application software, computer
usage level as well as an activity type in using the computer.
The data used in analyzing consists of attributes displaying in
table 1. Table 1 indicating details of all attributes including the
possible values of each attribute in the data analyzing process.
When it is passed, the abovementioned data preparation,
there will be the data with the completed accuracy. After
receiving the correct data, the data will be kept as an excel file
which can be transformed into csv format that is the same
category of excel file. The first line will be the name of the
variable while the other lines will be data for the analyzing
process according to the algorithm of data mining. The
examples of csv file display in table 2.
Table 1. Students’ attributes used in building the model

Fig. 1: The procedures of the algorithm to create
decision tree
3.3 Algorithm C4.5
Algorithm C4.5 is the algorithm to generate a decision tree. It
improves to extend from the ID3 that is used to build a
decision tree as same as the CART algorithm [27]. The C4.5
algorithm uses the theory of information gain or entropy
reduction to classify the nodes of the tree. The criteria that
assist selecting attributes is the selection of each attribute to
be root node and measuring gain value in which beset that
which attribute can be the best to use in data classification.
The best classification is to make leaf node all the same data
and the attribute that has the highest-value of information gain
is the best attribute to use to classify.
4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Data preparation
Data preparation consists of 1) Data selection. This research
uses 1,175 students in a bachelor’s degree from Walailak
University in the data analyzing process. The data used in the
process consists of personal information, educational
information at high school as well as bachelor’s degree, ICT
using behaviors which were received from the online
questionnaire via google form and ICT testing result of
students. 2) Cleaning the selected data by verifying for data
redundancy, modifying some missing attribute, or the missing
details of data which might come from the incorrect response
of the questionnaire such as duplicate responding. The data
therefore needs to be corrected or the missing part inserted. If
there is incomplete or missing information, it will remove a
transaction in the analyzing process. There will be only the
use of the completed students’ data for analysis. 3) Transform

Table 2. Examples of csv file for data classification

4.2 Modeling using classification technique
In this research, the classification technique was chosen to
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classify students’ data that had been scrutinized to assist in
the prediction of ICT capabilities of the new students. If the
result is low, there will be an offering of training of ICT literacy,
for these students. The decision tree was chosen in this
research due to its simplicity to clarify to the users
understanding the results of data analyzing as well as the
software for data mining, RapidMiner Studio version 7 which is
the tool for data analysis [28]. The conceptual process of this
research displays in figure 2.
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model formed by a decision tree with C4.5 algorithm displays
in figure 3.
Table 3. The results of the information gain value of each
attribute

Fig. 2. The conceptual process of this research
From all data which contain 18 attributes, attribute selection is
a process of extracting the most relevant attributes from the
student dataset. In this paper, we used information gain
approach to calculate the weight of each attributes to select
only important attributes. The attribute with the information
gain value is upward 0.1 to be selected for building the model
in this research. The calculation of each attribute’s information
gain will be used to reach the highest accuracy value in which
the results display on Table 3 before forming the model by
taking the selected attribute’s data to the data classification in
the format of a decision tree with C4.5 algorithm and
RapidMiner Studio7 which is a software for the open source
software available to be downloaded for free to create the
model for the prediction of students’ ICT literacy [18].
Fig. 3. Decision tree for ICT literacy classification

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result from calculating the information gain of each
attribute to select the attribute with the highest value is from
selecting 7 attributes with the higher value upwardly from 0.1
to build the model which are;

school‘s type (school_t)

word processing software potential (doc_skill)
 cumulative grade point average of university degrees
(gpax_u)

frequency of computer using (com_freq)

frequency of using a search engine (se_usage)
 hour amounts of the computer using for each day
(com_h)
 cumulative grade point average of technology subjects
(gpax_t)
The results of the value analyzing display in Table 3 and the

From the model in figure 3, it can be described as the
classification rules from trees as following:
IF school_t = ―standard‖ THEN ICT literacy = ―good‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h = ―low‖
THEN ICT literacy = ―good‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h =
―medium‖ THEN ICT literacy = ―good‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h = ―high‖ &
gpax_u = ―fair‖ THEN ICT literacy = ―low‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h = ―high‖ &
gpax_u = ―good‖ & se_usage = ―high‖ THEN ICT literacy =
―good‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h = ―high‖ &
gpax_u = ―good‖ & se_usage = ―low‖ THEN ICT literacy = ―low‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h = ―high‖ &
gpax_u = ―good‖ & se_usage = ―medium‖ THEN ICT literacy =
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―good‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h = ―high‖ &
gpax_u = ―low‖ THEN ICT literacy = ―low‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―yes‖ & com_h = ―very
low‖ THEN ICT literacy = ―low‖
IF school_t = ―general‖ & doc_skill = ―no‖ THEN ICT literacy =
―low‖
The evaluation of the test is conducted by measuring the
accuracy of the model obtained from data classification to test
the model’s efficiency (Split-validation) with the 2 sets of data
classified as the data to form the model (Training data) for
70% usage of all data as well as for 30% usage of the all data
for the test (Testing data). The results from split-validation
have tested the model formed by selecting 7 attributes with the
information gain upward 0.1 values. The result of the accurate
measuring of the model is 86.12% by the class predicting the
good-level ICT capabilities of students will contain 86.3% of
precision and 96.7% of recall while the prediction of the lowlevel ICT capabilities sections will contain 85.1% of precision
and 55.2% of recall indicating on Table 4.
Table 4. Accuracy values in data classification obtained from
the model

The research has found the factors used in the classification of
students‘ ICT capabilities include the following;
 what type of school did the student attends
 ability to use computer programs such as word
processing program
 ability to use a search engine application
 time spent on a computer each day
 the types of high school will obviously affect the
classification of students‘ ICT abilities.
 the students who graduated from standard schools will
have good-level ICT capabilities, this may because
those majority standard schools are supporting in ICT
education.
 in addition, high-skill software usage (such as word
processing software and frequency of use of search
engines) are also essential factors.
 it was found that students with high-skill software
experience were classified as having better ICT literacy
results than those students who did not have such
experience.
 it is not found the relation of the students‘ gpax in high
school levels which can be used in the classification of
digital capabilities.
 it is found that the students‘ gpax in university degree
is related to the students‘ ICT capabilities, this may be
because the gpax in high school levels of each school
may contain a different standard, it is hard to classify.
 apart from this, it is found that time spent using
computers is related to the classification of the
students‘ ICT capabilities in which most of the students
with too much or too little computer experience will
have low-level ICT literacy.
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6 CONCLUSION
This research proposed methods for searching knowledge
from data mining of student‘s personal information, the result
of ICT tests, and the information from online questionnaires
regarding student‘s behaviors of 1,175 students from Walailak
University by using a decision tree to assist the data
classification. The procedures begin with the data assembling
for 18 attributes with the information gain value is upward 0.1
values are selected to form the model for the classification of
students‘ ICT capabilities. The obtained knowledge is used to
develop the information system in order to assist the prediction
of ICT literacy results and advise students with the lowpotential to study further in the online course. The obtained
result - the model accuracy evaluation, is a satisfactory level of
86.12%. The knowledge rules from the abovementioned model
are therefore used in the students‘ classification. The
information system is developed for new students, to classify
their ICT potential from their own information, GPAX, and their
ICT familiarity and exposure. However, the university has
developed the online course, WU-MOOC with the subject
entitled Information Technology in the digital era in order to
support the students with low-level ICT literacy for further
study before the real test procedure. In this way, this process
can reduce the amounts of students who failed the test as it is
found in 2020. The amounts of students who failed the test
have decreased to 12.29% compared to 2019 in which the
percentage of students failing the test was 26.23%.The
limitation of this research is related to the overall accuracy in
the prediction from this paper is not very high because the
amount of data used for analysis is a small dataset. In the
future, further studies will be carried out collecting more
datasets and using other decision tree algorithm to compare
with algorithm C4.5 in order to improve the performance of ICT
capabilities prediction.
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